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KICK SOME AST WITH AUTOMATION
Modern DevOps demands velocity and agility. That
means breaking free from manual vulnerability
identification and remediation verification and letting
security teams kick some serious AST by using
instrumentation
security
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UNLOCK AUTOMATION USING INSTRUMENTATION
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Contrast Assess uses instrumentation to perform vulnerability analysis while an
Contrast Assess uses instrumentation to perform vulnerability analysis while an application
application is running. Sensors are placed within the code that monitor how the
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that new vulnerabilities can be identified and corrected as soon as they are made public.
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FACILITATE RISK PRIORITIZATION WITH INTEGRATED, AUTOMATED
VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT
FACILITATE RISK PRIORITIZATION WITH INTEGRATED, AUTOMATED
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Vulnerabilities are mapped to routes (runtime code paths) within an application. Contrast
the development team’s CI/CD pipeline and automate vulnerability management.
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AUTOMATE VERIFICATION OF VULNERABILITY REMEDIATION
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AUTOMATE VERIFICATION OF VULNERABILITY REMEDIATION

verify that the corrected code actually fixes the vulnerability and did not introduce any
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Contrast OSS, developers can identify and remediate inherited vulnerabilities that pose
security and licensing risk or noncompliance with regulations and standards such as
CHECKLIST

the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the Payment Card
Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS).
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Despite the best efforts in development, some vulnerabilities may make their way into
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probes and exploits, lumping all of them together in noisy alert feeds.

Contrast Security is the world’s leading provider of security technology that enables software applications to protect themselves against
cyberattacks, heralding the new era of self-protecting software. Contrast's patented deep security instrumentation is the breakthrough
technology that enables highly accurate assessment and always-on protection of an entire application portfolio, without disruptive
scanning or expensive security experts. Only Contrast has sensors that work actively inside applications to uncover vulnerabilities,
prevent data breaches, and secure the entire enterprise from development, to operations, to production.
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Contrast Security provides the industry’s most modern and comprehensive Application
Security Platform, removing security roadblocks inefficiencies and empowering enterprises to write
and release secure application code faster. Embedding code analysis and attack prevention directly
into software with instrumentation, the Contrast platform automatically detects vulnerabilities while
developers write code, eliminates false positives, and provides context-specific how-to-fix guidance
for easy and fast vulnerability remediation. Doing so enables application and development teams to
collaborate more effectively and to innovate faster while accelerating digital transformation initiatives.
This is why a growing number of the world’s largest private and public sector organizations rely on
Contrast to secure their applications in development and extend protection in production.
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